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Half-Heusler mixes are promising semi-transmitters which are 

harmless to the ecosystem and of minimal effort thermoelectric 

materials. They have a high figure of legitimacy. Half-Heusler 

(HH) amalgams are among the most encouraging novel 

thermoelectric (TE) materials expected for mid-to-high 

temperature power age applications. They are individuals from 

the immense group of Heusler compounds with the overall 

structure X2YZ, comprising of three interpenetrating face-

focused cubics (fcc) sub-cross sections (Wang et al., 2016). 

Zirconium Lead Palladium (ZrPdPb) is one of the instances of 

the Half-Heusler combination that crystalizes in the face-

focused cubic design with the space bunch F4-3m (Koller et al., 

2009). In this work, the primary, mechanical and 

thermodynamic properties of ZrPdPb were researched by the 

main guideline counts utilizing Quantum Espresso that 

actualizes the Density Functional Theory (DFT).  

 

The outcomes show that all Half-Heusler mixes are restricted 

whole semiconductors. The consequences of Young's modulus, 

flexible constants C11, C12 and C44, Shear modulus, and 

Lattice constants, Bulk modulus and pressing factor subsidiary 

which comprise the mechanical and underlying properties 

individually of ZrPdPb are in acceptable concurrence with the 

outcomes in the writing. The thermodynamic properties of 

ZrPdPb, for example, Heat limit, inside energy, entropy, free 

energy, Debye temperature and so on were determined utilizing 

Quantum Espresso. It is seen that at room temperature for 

example 300k, the inward energy is 23.15kJ/(molk) and the 

warmth limit is 72.27kJ/(molk). The Debye temperature is 

discovered to be 365.3K. From 500K or more, the warmth limit 

moves toward an asymptotic estimation of 37J/mol/K and 

complies with Dulong-Petit law which expresses that at high-

temperature Specific warmth limit of a substance stays 

consistent. Likewise, at adequately low temperature, the 

particular warmth limit is relative to T3. The warmth limit of 

ZrPdPb shows that the Half-Heusler composite has minimal 

electrical and warm conductivity as more noteworthy warmth 

energy is needed to break the intermolecular powers.  

 

The mechanical properties ZrPdPb show that the material isn't 

steady under hefty vibration. Recommendations were made to 

improve the mechanical and thermodynamic properties. 

Different properties like the attractive and optical properties of 

ZrPdPb ought to be contemplated. The electrical, mechanical 

and underlying properties of ZrPdPb ought to be concentrated 

by alloying. The electronic, mechanical, underlying, attractive 

properties of ZrPdPb ought to likewise be concentrated under 

tension. Energy has gotten one of the vigorously explored 

subjects these days. Saving of energy and improving the 

elective fuel sources can aid to fulfil the expanding requests for 

energy. A suitable innovation, such as the thermoelectric 

generator has been utilized for squander energy harvesting, 

from heat into power 1.  

 

Thermoelectric material sari the solid drivers of this innovation. 

Among of different thermo-electric materials like silicide’s, 

tellurides, half Heusler and so forth, half Heusler(HH) mixes 

having all out 18 valence electron tallies fulfil the Slater 

Pauling rule are arising as a key lab towards achieving possible 

thermoelectric exhibitions. These compounds are eye catching 

in light of their huge number of utilizations indifferent fields 

like thermos electrics, optoelectronics and turn tonics according 

to their rich attractive conduct and so on These compounds are 

for the most part addressed by the recipe XYZ, where X is a 

change component, Y is a progress or metal component and Z 

is a metal component. The gem design of HH mixes is MgAgSb 

type with face centered cubic (fcc) structure comparing to space 

bunch F-43m.The half Heusler materials like MCoSb (M = Ti, 

Zr, Hf) and MNiSn areconsidered as proficient thermoelectric 

materials owing of their low thermal conductivity, better 

mechanical strength and compound dependability  

 

The technique utilized in this work is clarified in our previous 

works .To give hypothetical insights for additional improving 

the thermos electric execution, the first standard computations 

were per-framed by utilizing the Quantum Espresso bundle, 

which is based on Density practical hypothesis (DFT). The 

summed up angle approximation (GGA) with Perdew-Burke-

Ernzerhof (PBE) was utilized for the trade - connection useful.  

 

The cut off for the dynamic energy was fixed to 55 Ry for the 

plane-wave development of the electronic wave functions. The 

charge-thickness cut off was kept at 400 Ry and the Marzari-

Vanderbilt cold spreading size was fixed at 0.003 Ry. The 

Brillouin zone joining was performed utilizing Monkhorst–

Pack scheme with 24×24×24 K-point network for this 

compound. 


